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The CFPB = An Ethics Lesson, With Forms
By Lawrence C. Bell, Esq.

I recently reviewed a claim file involving
a defunct agent. The market collapse
forced the agent into bankruptcy before
disbursing about $4700 in credit card
payments as required by the lender on
an insured refinance transaction. They
paid off the existing mortgage to World
Savings Bank, but their escrow account
was taken over by the bankruptcy trustee
before the credit card payments were
made. “Hmmmm”, I thought to myself, “Someone actually paid
off one of those World Savings Bank pick-a-payment mortgage
loans!”

Remember them? Mortgage brokers moved them like hotcakes
[for which they were paid a commission of three percent at
closing]. Borrowers loved them too! The loan program required
bi-weekly payments, due every other Monday, in an amount
that the borrower selected. There was no requirement for
monthly escrows for either property taxes or hazard insurance.
The closing fees were not unreasonable, and that mortgage loan
program and others like it put home ownership within reach of
virtually anyone who was employed. There were a few tradeoffs
like negative amortization, a three year prepayment penalty,
and aggressive adjustable interest rate increases, but as long
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The CFPB = An Ethics Lesson, With Forms
as the value of the home kept increasing and the borrowers’
income kept going up, no one really saw all that much to be
worried about.
Today, discussions of those mortgage products we saw back
then include terms like predatory lending, subprime lending,
and toxic mortgages. Many are pointing their fingers, wagging
their fingers, or making other gestures as they talk about the
consequences of easy credit conditions and weak and sometimes
fraudulent underwriting practices. What were we thinking back
then? It is a question that we have asked ourselves before.
A little over ten years ago, investors lost billions and public
confidence in the United States securities markets was shaken
by a number of major corporate and accounting scandals.
Enron, WorldCom, Adelphia, and Tyco International, to name
just a few, operated under a corporate culture that allowed for
spectacular and highly publicized frauds to occur. We are all
familiar with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 [affectionately
known as SOX] which was intended to protect investors by
improving the accuracy and reliability of corporate disclosures.
When signed into law by President George W. Bush, he called
it “the most far-reaching reforms of American business practices
since the time of Franklin D. Roosevelt” and he proclaimed
that “The era of low standards and false profits is over; [that]
no boardroom in America is above or beyond the law.” The
government acted to tighten accountability standards for
corporate directors, officers, auditors, securities analysts, and
corporate counsel with penalties ranging from a loss of stock
exchange listing to multimillion dollar fines and imprisonment.
Fast forward to 2010.
“For years, our financial sector was governed by antiquated
and poorly enforced rules that allowed some to game the
system and take risks that endangered the entire economy,”
said President Barak Obama as he signed the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act into law on July 21,
2010. “Soon after taking office, I proposed a set of reforms to
empower consumers and investors, to bring the shadowy deals
that caused this crisis into the light of day, and to put a stop
to taxpayer bailouts once and for all. Today, those reforms will
become the law of the land.”
Title X of Dodd-Frank created the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau [the CFPB] whose purpose is to implement
and, where applicable, to enforce federal consumer financial
laws consistently and to ensure that markets for consumer
financial products and services are fair, transparent and
competitive. Once again, government regulation has penned
the guidelines for appropriate behavior in the marketplace. As
rulemaking activities have been pursued, the extent of some
very bad decision making in the past becomes more and more
evident and the ability to make bad decisions in the future has
been taken off the table. Consider the example of the Ability-toRepay and the Qualified Mortgage Rules.

The Ability-to-Repay Rule protects consumers from taking on
mortgages that exceed their financial means by mandating the
documentation required to show proof of income and assets.
Teaser rates can no longer hide the true cost of a mortgage.
Under the rule, a lender must consider eight ‘underwriting
standards’ including the applicant’s income and assets;
employment status; credit history; the monthly payment for the
mortgage; monthly payments for other loans on the property;
monthly mortgage related obligations such as property taxes;
other debt obligations; and the applicant’s monthly debt-toincome ratio.
In order for a mortgage to be a Qualified Mortgage, it cannot
have any of the loan features that were associated with the
‘risky mortgages’ that lead up to the Financial Crisis of 2008.
No interest-only loans where the principal owed does not
decrease with payments; no negative amortization loans, where
the amount that is owed increases; no loans where the payment
term exceeds 30 years; and with a few limited exceptions, no
loans that require a balloon payment necessitating a refinancing.
Qualified mortgages will generally require a debt-to-income
ratio of less than 43 percent. “Qualified for what?” I wondered
when I first saw the rules. The answer, much to my surprise,
was qualified to be enforced; qualified to be foreclosed.
A qualified mortgage is presumed to be enforceable in the event
of default under the mortgage terms. The onus is now on the
lender to make certain that the borrower is financially capable
of complying with a loan’s payment terms.
With these new rules, the CFPB says it is protecting consumers
from irresponsible mortgage lending. A bit of a change from
encouraging responsible mortgage borrowing, or is it? If the only
decision is a good decision, bad decisions won’t plague us as
they did in the past. While it would appear that the tables have
been turned on the issue of personal financial responsibility,
does the prevention of the possibility of a global financial
meltdown override any negative consequences?
Agree or disagree with the content and intensity of government
regulation here, the CFPB clearly recognizes that consumer
education is an important part of a long term solution. “An
informed consumer is the first line of defense against abusive
practices”. A visit to the CFPB website is an education in and of
itself, but the explanations and descriptions of the present and
future contemplated educational initiatives, starting as early as
kindergarten, first and second grade, provides encouragement
that acquiring financially healthy decision making abilities is an
attainable goal. Until we get there, strict enforcement of federal
consumer financial laws are intended to deter noncompliance.
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The CFPB is authorized to sue individually any person
who violates federal consumer financial laws and they are
empowered to seek legal or equitable relief in both judicial
and administrative proceedings. Civil penalties are recoverable
under a three tier system. For any violation of a federal law,
rule or order, the penalty can reach $5,000 per day for each
day of the violation. If the violation is reckless – they should
have known – the penalty can reach $25,000 per day. For a
knowing violation, where the violative conduct was calculated
and intentional, the fine can go up to $1 million per day. It
used to be that the monetary penalties for violating the law
were a fraction of the profits to be gained by that violation. As
evidenced by the enforcement headlines we are seeing and the
amounts of the reported fines and penalties, those days are over.

Right! I know that all CFPB articles must at least mention the
new forms! If you have read this far, my guess is you already
know that the CFPB has published a regulation that integrates
and combines the Truth-in-Lending Act of 1968 (TILA) and
the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act of 1974 (RESPA). A
new 5 page Closing Disclosure Form that replaces the HUD1 and Truth in Lending forms becomes effective on August 1,
2015. In the year between now and then, there will be plenty
of attention given to the rule changes and implementation.
We have been through these sorts of changes in the past and I
have confidence that navigation of the learning curve will be a
successful journey.

Enforcement includes holding all providers of financial services
accountable for proper adherence to federal consumer financial
laws designed to protect consumers and avoid consumer harm.
The CFPB has been clear on its expectation that banks will
proactively oversee their business relationships with anyone
who provides a material service or consumer financial product.
Real estate settlement services are specifically included in
the definition of financial product or service. When we act as
settlement agents, the exercise of professionalism, diligence
and propriety was never optional. Under the lights now being
shined on all financial service providers, decisions as to the
safety and soundness of behavior in the marketplace will be
limited to the good.

LAWRENCE C. BELL is a Vice President, Senior Underwriter and
Regional Underwriting Counsel for the New England and Mid-Atlantic
States Districts for Stewart Title Guaranty Company. The opinions
and views expressed herein are solely those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect those of his employer or the NJLTA.

Whatever we were thinking as we closed those mortgages that
ultimately became known as toxic, it wasn’t is this right or is this
wrong. Going forward, we will not need to ask that ‘right?’ or
‘wrong?’ question. For today, the CFPB has all of those answers
so any dilemma has pretty much been removed. I’m thinking
that might be an ethics lesson; an ethics lesson with forms.
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2 0 1 4 A LTA F e d e r a l Co n f e r e n c e
By Alfred D. Santoro, Esq., CTP

While this article was due May
Monday evening we attended
1st, I received a dispensation
the first “Protecting the American
to
complete
it
during
Dream Award Dinner” honoring
attendance at the American
Sen. Mark Warner (D- VA) and
Land Title Association Federal
Rep. Michael Fitzpatrick (RConference in Washington, DC.
PA). The awards were given
This year, I am pleased that
in appreciation of their work
several New Jersey agents were
toward protecting the Dream
in attendance in large part due
of Home Ownership.
We
to the generous sponsorship of
also listened to presentations
AccuTitle, LLC. The more New
on both the Democratic and
Jersey Agents we can have meet
Republican Senatorial Campaign
with our legislators, the more
Committees. Lastly, we heard
impact we can have on them.
from Rick Fischer, author of a
report from the Bipartisan Policy
Over the course of the three
Center on how to improve and
days, we attended meetings,
measure the performance of the
seminars and events that serve to
Consumer Financial Protection
inform us and prepare us for the
Bureau.
20 - 30 minutes we had in our
visits with each legislator and
Tuesday morning began with a
their aides on Wednesday. That
State Leaders Meeting attended
Meeting with John Maciscalco of Rep. Garrett’s office
doesn’t sound like much but
by our Executive Director Ed
it can be a very important few
Eastman and myself. One of the
minutes. During that time we need to let the legislator know
many topics discussed was the use of State Lobby Days and
who we are, let them know that we are there representing both
some of the successes they have achieved.
the ALTA and the New Jersey Land Title Association, identify the
The next several hours of our day were spent in meetings of
ALTA “asks” that I will talk about below and most importantly,
the Government Affairs Committee and Agents and Abstracters
let them know how the real estate industry in New Jersey is
Committee. The Government Affairs meeting included
doing and what they can do to help.
three separate panel discussions involving the unintended
consequences of the Dodd-Frank Act, Improving the Closing
Process, GSE Reform, and other issues relating to the
implementation of the new CFPB Closing Disclosure forms.
The Abstractors and Agents Committee met over lunch,
followed by two and a half hours of preparation for meeting
with legislators on the next day.
About those “Asks” - this year the ALTA had a few. First, they
asked that our Representatives in the house sign on to H.R. 4383,
entitled the “Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection Small
Business Advisory Board Act,” which would establish a board
comprised of at least 12 members who are “representatives of
small business concerns that provide eligible financial products
or services.” The board would be required to meet at least
twice yearly. The CFPB currently has four advisory groups: the
Community Bank Advisory Council, the Credit Union Advisory
Council, the Academic Research Council, and the Consumer
Advisory Board. The CFPB’s closed-door meeting policy for
NJ Delegation with Sen. Cory Booker
these four advisory groups has been the subject of criticism by us
and others. The purpose of this new board would be to provide
a permanent body to assess the impact of new regulations on
My first meeting was the ALTA’s Direct Connections luncheon.
small business.
This group is organized to capitalize on those members with
relationships with federal legislators. The ALTA will also be
hosting webinars designed to assist in teaching their members
on how to more effectively communicate with legislators.
2014 ALTA Conference cont. on page 6
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NJ Delegation with Rep. Albio Sires

The ALTA was also in support of extending the Mortgage Debt
Relief Act to aid homeowners who are faced with Short Sales
avoid the added financial hit of imputed income taxes on
forgiven debt. Lastly, with the talk of GSE reform and changes
to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the ALTA also asked us to stress
the importance of title insurance to our economy and the need
to have title insurance defined within the meaning of a qualified
mortgage, preserving our seat at the closing table as an industry.
On Wednesday morning, our New Jersey delegation comprised of Elissa Buonarota, Esq., Joseph Grabas, CTP, NTP.,
Jon Timpanaro, Nicole Plath, Peter Casey Wall, our Executive
Director Edward Eastman, Esq., Association President Andrew
Pitman, Esq. and me - set out for the Hill. We had very successful
meetings with staffers for Rep. Jon Runyon, Rep. Scott Garrett,

Rep. Chris Smith and Sen. Bob Menendez. We were able to
meet personally with Congressman Albio Sires and Sen. Cory
Booker. I can say we were very warmly welcomed in their
offices on what turned out to be a very busy day on Capitol Hill.
Sen. Booker actually met us at his very first “Constituents and
Coffee” in the Senate Office Building. In brief comments,
he noted the need for continued federal support of housing
programs like those recently established in Camden to help
people who are still facing economic hardship to remain in
their homes.
On behalf on the New Jersey agents we were also able to tell our
legislators of our concern over HR 3211 which would remove
some Dodd-Frank restrictions on affiliated businesses. Under
Dodd-Frank, lender fees, including part of the fees charged
by an affiliate, would be limited to 3% of the loan amount
in order to be considered a “Qualified Mortgage.” On behalf
of our agents we were able to express our belief that the cap
should be continued as it served to allow lenders to “steer” the
insurance product toward the affiliate and provided no benefit
to the consumer under our regulated title insurance rates.
This year was by far the largest NJ Delegation to turn out in many
years and it was noted by the legislators we met with. I wish to
thank the delegation all personally for attending and for taking
the time away from their offices to do so. I also wish to thank
Bill Coyle and AccuTitle, LLC for their generous sponsorship.
I believe that each and every one of us found it a worthwhile
and rewarding experience. I hope even more will be able to
join us next year.
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Things to do and see in Montauk!
By Lisa J. Aubrey

6. For our sea lovers, Montauk has it all! It is one of the East
Coast’s top surfing towns, plus offers great opportunities
for canoeing and kayaking on one of Montauk’s hidden
ponds. Visit Ditch Plains Beach and check out the heart
and soul of this surfing community. Puff “N” Putt in the
Village rents pedal boats, sail boats, canoes and kayaks on
Fort Pond, Uihlein’s at Montauk Harbor rents ocean kayaks
and arranges for kayaking excursions and lessons. Fishing
charters may be arranged through Star Island Yacht Club
and Marina.

Welcome to Montauk! In between all of the mingling with
industry professionals and educational seminars, as well as the
fun-filled events planned by this year’s convention committee,
we hope you take some time to relax and enjoy this beautiful
area.
To help you decide, here’s a Top Ten List of Things to Do and
See in Montauk area:
10. Enjoy nature. There are many ways you can do this. Take a
drive to Montauk Point State Park and hike any one of the
trails available at this 724-acre park. Pick up your trail map
at the toll booth. Daily parking costs are under $10.
9. Learn all about the Montauk Point Lighthouse, the 1st
lighthouse in New York State, by visiting the museum and
its gift shop, located at the end of the island. Climb the 137
steps to the deck for spectacular views of the ocean.
8. Want to enjoy the surf
and sand? Montauk’s wide
ocean beaches rank among
the top in the country and
are but a few steps from
your room. Check out the
Beach at Gurney’s Inn or
you can ask to be shuttled
to one of the other beaches
Montauk has to offer.
7. Looking to get a little tee time in? Montauk is home to one
of the top rated public courses, Montauk Downs. This 18hole public golf course is open all year. Tee times are from
sunrise to sunset. Prices range for out of state visitors from
$86 on weekdays to $96 on weekends. You can also enjoy
their driving range, putting green and pro shop.

5. While Montauk is known for its beautiful beaches
and fishing, it is also famous for it’s local eateries and
entertainment. You will have your choice of over 100
restaurants and bars all within the town. Be sure to check
out The Sloppy Tuna, Navy Beach or for a little Karaoke,
O’Murphy’s Pub.
4. If being pampered is more your style, look no further than
Gurney’s own, Sea Water Spa and Thalasso Center. Enjoy
the heated indoor sea water pool, the seawater Roman
baths, the Finish rock sauna or Russian steam room. How
about a relaxing aromatherapy massage?
3. If it is ‘retail therapy’ that you enjoy, Montauk and the
Hamptons have you covered! Shopping in the Hamptons
is very much a part of the East End experience. Montauk,
along with the quaint nearby towns of East Hampton, Sag
Harbor, Amagansett and Wainscott all have worthwhile
finds from local charity thrift stores to high end fashion stores
and boutiques. You can always just take a stroll throughout
any one of these towns and just do some window shopping
too! You never know what celebrities you may be rubbing
elbows with!
2. This year marks the 40th anniversary of the Long Island
wine region which is home to over 50 producers and
nearly 3,000 acres of grapes. Spend some time touring the
vineyards, sampling the varieties available in this region,
such as lush Merlots and crisp Chardonnays. Nearby
vineyards include: Wolfer Estate Vineyard, Duck Walk
Vineyards and Channing Daughters Winery.
And the Number One thing to do is...
1. Stop and check out the view!!! You’re at a New Jersey Land
Title Association Convention on the beach, in Montauk –
rest a little! Relax a little! Enjoy the view!
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R i c k W i l s o n N a m e d D i s t i n g u i s h e d S e r v i c e A w a r d W i n n e r B y N J LTA
By Nancy Koch, Esq.

The New Jersey Land Title Association
has announced that Richard A. “Rick”
Wilson, Executive Vice President &
President of Old Republic National Title
Insurance Company’s Eastern Title Group
will be honored with the Distinguished
Service Award at the upcoming
Convention. Nancy Koch grabbed a few
moments with Rick for a quick interview.
Are you a NJ native? Tell us about
yourself.
I was born and raised in New Jersey and, with the exception
of my 4 years of college, have lived here my entire life. It is all
about family for me. I am married to Diane and we have 3 sons,
Pat, Cory and Tyler. Pat graduated from St. John’s University last
year and is presently a professional golfer on the PGA Latin
American and Canadian tours. Cory is finishing his sophomore
year at Seton Hall University and is a member of their golf team.
Tyler will be a freshman at Newton High School in the fall and
plans to play football, ice hockey and golf there.
I am sensing a theme here...
Yes, golf is probably my favorite hobby right now – although
I enjoy watching my kids play it more than playing it myself
– and I get to see better golf that way…
I have also enjoyed coaching all of my boys in various sports –
basketball, baseball, soccer. The only sport I did not coach them
in was hockey (both roller and ice). I am an accident waiting to
happen on skates!
How did you get into title insurance?
After graduating from Dickinson College in Carlisle, PA with a
B.A. in Political Science in 1979, I was planning to enter the
management training program at a bank in Reading, PA when
I learned from my older brother who was working for Pioneer
National Title Insurance Company in Boston that Pioneer
National was looking for a sales and agency rep in New Jersey.
It offered me an opportunity to live at home and save money so
I applied for and got the job. I started a week after graduating
from Dickinson.

Is there anyone whom you would count as your important
career influence(s)?
First, I would have to name my older brother, Steve. We were
friendly competitors for much of our careers.
I would also name John Kiernan, my first boss at Pioneer
National; but I have tried to learn something from everyone I
have worked with over the years, not just my bosses.
When did you join Old Republic? What was your path to your
current position?
I joined Old Republic in January of 2009 as Senior Vice President
and NY/NJ Division Manager. I was recently promoted to
Executive Vice President and President of the Eastern Title Group
with responsibility from Maine to Florida. I am really proud of
the growth of Old Republic in New Jersey and New York over
the past 5 years. Our success can be attributed to the dedication
and efforts of the many fine Old Republic employees.
How did you get involved with the NJLTA?
My first involvement with the NJLTA was in 1983 when I was
working for Minnesota Title. I was hired as the NJ and Eastern
PA Agency Rep. The area had been covered by someone from
Ohio who was more than glad to let me cover NJLTA meetings.
Back then, the NJLTI Rating Bureau meetings preceded the
NJLTA meetings at the Landmark Inn in Woodbridge (now the
site of a car dealership). Minnesota Title was not a member of
the Rating Bureau at that time so I had to sit outside the meeting
room waiting for the Rating Bureau meeting to end. I recall
once the Board forgot to see if I was there and conducted the
NJLTA meeting without me. Maybe out of sympathy for me, the
order of the meetings was switched.
What roles have you filled for the NJLTA?
I started in the chairs as Secretary-Treasurer in June 1986 and
served the various officer positions until being elected President
for the 1989-1990 fiscal year.
At one of the early Board of Governors meetings I attended I
noticed that there were no agents present. When I raised the
issue several of my more senior colleagues attempted to provide
an outdated explanation to justify the intentional omission.
(The Constitution and By-Laws provided for an Agency Section
without any representation.) I was not satisfied so I continued to
pursue the concept of a more active Agency Section. I chaired
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the Agency Participation Committee which held its first meeting
on May 3, 1985. This led to the initial organization meeting of
the Agency Section on October 22, 1987 at the Hilton Inn and
National Conference Center in East Windsor. 38 agents attended
that meeting and a 9 member Steering Committee was formed.
At the March 17, 1988 NJLTA Board of Governors meeting the
Constitution and By-Laws were formally amended to provide
the Agency Section a seat and vote at the Board of Governors.
I also chair the Title Liaison Committee with NJDOBI (see
Advocate Spring 2014 issue “Forging a Good Relationship”).
That committee was created in 1987 and I am proud of my
involvement with it.
Any good NJLTA anecdotes?
My favorite anecdote was from the ALTA Convention in San
Francisco in October 1989. I was working for Transamerica
Title Insurance Company at the time and attending the ALTA
Convention as the NJLTA President. During one of the first days
of the convention before the business sessions actually started,
I rented a car for Diane and me and Joe and Patti Grabas to take
a day-trip to Napa Valley wine country. As we were sitting at
our third winery (Robert Mondavi) I realized that I needed to get
back because I was responsible for arranging the transportation
of Transamerica agents to dinner that evening. So we hurriedly
concluded our wine-tasting and raced back to San Francisco.
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It was a beautiful day but as we approached the Bay Bridge
toll booth, the road split and murky water shot up on the
windshield. (It was a group effort to find the wiper controls
so I could see!) We saw the gates close just beyond the toll
booth so I walked up to the toll collector to ask what had just
happened. Was it perhaps an earthquake? People looked at me
in amazement probably wondering how I could have missed it.
We had not felt a thing in that Eagle Premier – but were lucky
that we were not a couple of minutes earlier and on the Bay
Bridge which partially collapsed that day. It was an adventure
we’ll never forget!
Any parting thoughts?
Yes two come to mind. First it is important for the NJLTA to
maintain our cooperative relationship with our regulator, the
NJ Department of Banking and Insurance. The Title Liaison
Committee is an important part of that.
Second, the NJLTA is a trade association. We are competitors,
but we can be friendly competitors. Maintaining camaraderie
amongst ourselves is important. Being involved with the
Association, attending its meetings and functions is a great way
to know the people with whom you share the industry and to
know what is going on in it. It is a small investment that will
really pay off in the long run.

T i m e To Te a c h T i t l e - “When the student is ready the teacher will appear.” - Zen Proverb
C’mon, you know it. You’ve always yearned to spread your title
skills and knowledge to others, but your family is tired of hearing
at Thanksgiving dinner the difference between a warranty and
quit-claim deed. Now is your opportunity to teach those who
really want to know, earn a little extra cash and legitimately pad
your resume.

we will help you by providing “cram sessions” with one of our
experienced, licensed instructors at no cost to you to prep you for
the title instructor exam.

The New Jersey Land Title Institute is looking for title professionals
to serve as instructors for its Pre-Licensing title course. The
requirements are not onerous. You must have 5 years’ experience
in insurance practice, at least three of which are in title. Your
license cannot ever been suspended or revoked, and you are
otherwise of good character and reputation. And you have
passed the New Jersey instructor examination. As to the last one,

Our students are ready; and just waiting for you to appear.

If you are interested, please contact
John A. Cannito at titleguy@optonline.net

As for you students, our fall pre licensing classes are being
finalized now. If you haven’t yet signed up and are interested,
please contact John.
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A LTA A d v o c a c y U p d a t e

Michelle L. Korsmo, Chief Executive Officer
Winston Churchill famously said in a speech, “To improve is
to change; so to be perfect is to have changed often.” Both
parts of the quote are worth noting. With the title and settlement
industry undergoing a seemingly endless and costly wave of
change and new regulation it sometimes can be difficult to see
any of it as a positive. I believe that last week, as the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau held a public forum to discuss
efforts to improve the mortgage closing process, we began to
see change that will bring about improvement.
Improving the closing process is a topic that is near and
dear to our hearts. Aside from title and settlement agents or
attorneys, few people know the stress the process can bring to
homebuyers. I’ve mentioned before that the Bureau is extremely
open and interactive for a federal regulator and this project is
no exception. (I’m not saying that we agree with all they have
done, but they have always been very open to our comments
and objections.)
The Bureau used the forum last Wednesday to roll out a report
on “key consumer ‘pain points’ associated with mortgage
closing and how those pain points might be addressed by
market innovations and technology.” Through its outreach to
industry and consumers (including comments from us), the
Bureau concluded that there are four main pain points:
•

•

Not enough time to review closing documents. Consumers
generally want more time to look over the closing
documents so they don’t feel pressured to rush through the
paperwork and sign—even when they did not understand
the terms.
Overwhelming stack of paperwork. The amount of
paperwork signed at closing is overwhelming and leaves
consumers with a nagging feeling that there was something
hidden in the fine print.

•

Documents are hard to understand. Most closing
documents are full of legalese and technical jargon, making
them difficult for most consumers to understand.

•

Errors in the documents. Consumers also mentioned that
they found errors in their closing documents. Those errors
often led to delays as closing agents had to redo the entire
closing package.

experience and emphasize the importance of personal
interaction in the process. In my remarks I noted that technology
can help better prepare consumers for closing, allowing
them to be more active participants. As I stated it then, “At
the end of the day, consumers are not buying a home from a
computer. Improving the closing process through technology
by providing electronic documents to the homebuyer will
help give the consumer more time to digest the information
about their purchase prior to the closing.” If you missed the
forum you can hear my full remarks by watching the video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJiMqa2msVc&list=UUeI
1cRqI63C0vvXkeVAIAIQ&feature=share
Along with the report, the Bureau also invited industry
stakeholders to participate in the pilot program to test the ability
of technology to help relieve the pain points for consumers. The
Bureau hopes to use the results of the pilot program to develop
some best practices for electronic closings. The pilot program is
open to lenders, technology companies and settlement agents
that are using a digital solution for closings. If you want to learn
more about the pilot or are interested in participating, check
out the guidelines http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201404_
cfpb_guidelines_eclosing-pilot.pdf and solicitation https://
www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=d32501
e56726a309b89a4f6731d28e90&tab=core&_cview=0
I highly encourage anyone who is working in the e-closing
space to contact the Bureau about participating in the pilot
program.
I was especially pleased that our message about the important
role of the settlement provider is understood at the Bureau. This
hit home when I received a thank you e-mail that said this:
We know that the role of the settlement agents is critical to
the success of the promotion and adoption of a digital closing
process and we look forward to working together as we move
forward.

In announcing these findings Director Richard Cordray was
quick to point out, “This is not a rulemaking process. Instead
it is a potential ‘win-win’ effort to work with all stakeholders
to ensure that consumers understand the commitment they
are making and experience a more transparent, efficient, and
effective process.”
As part of the public forum, I was honored to join a panel
of industry stakeholders and consumer representatives to
discuss technology’s potential to help provide a better closing
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Thank the Doorman
By Andrew Peterman, Esq.

Over the years I have had the opportunity to speak with many
people in the title world about how they came to be in the
business. A handful literally grew up in the searcher’s vault
learning at a parent’s knee, but for most it was mere chance
that they “fell into it.” Some had a family friend or more
distant relative who was a searcher or owned an abstract
company. Many people came to the title world because they
worked as paralegals or worked for a mortgage company, and
circumstances led them to an agent or an underwriter. Very
few can say, “I always knew I would be in the title business.”
My own journey definitely would be one of serendipity. I
was 29 and about to be married. At the time I was a contract
attorney for a large law firm and ready for a change. My friend
Mike Brady called me and said, “Old Republic is looking for
an auditor, are you interested?”. A meeting with Lydia Fowler
was arranged and literally the day before my wedding I had
signed on with ORT.
Lydia turned out to be both teacher and mentor. As part of
my title education she encouraged me to get my producer’s
license. I would never have imagined while sitting in class
that I would someday be working with Larry Fineberg, who
literally “wrote the book.” In large part it was Lydia’s own
involvement in the NJLTA that inspired me to want to be
involved in the organization.
Years later Lydia would open other doors for me by bringing
me to Stewart as Underwriting Counsel and to the NJLTA as
a delegate. Lydia believed that Larry Bell could mold me into
a successful underwriting counsel and placed confidence in
both me and Larry to accomplish the task. Somehow “Thank
you” seems inadequate, and I will be forever grateful for
the opportunities that Lydia afforded me and the training I
received while at Stewart.

One would have to consider oneself fortunate to have one
person in their career serve as his mentor. I have been blessed
with several. Many years ago Marilyn Henshaw hired me as
counsel for Progressive Title. I had the opportunity to work
on commercial deals, do closings, deal with foreclosures,
and learn how to read titles. Marilyn placed me in the very
capable hands of Sharon Larsen, who I believe to be one
of the finest title professionals in the business. I know that I
drove Sharon absolutely crazy with my incessant questions
and that I generally made myself a pain in the butt. Ultimately
what I learned while at Progressive I use daily in addressing
underwriting questions today. Even more valuable was
gaining the firsthand experience of working in a title agency
and the challenges that go with it.
Most of us have had someone serve as a teacher as we
developed in this business. Chances are that someone held
open a door for you somewhere along your path. Certainly
letting them know that you appreciate the opportunity is
worthwhile, but perhaps some inspiration can be drawn from
them. If the title industry is to grow, then new folks have to
be brought in to the business and trained in the art of being
a title professional. I suspect that the greatest tribute that can
be paid to those who have helped you is to use them as
a model for yourself and to try to assist others in a similar
fashion.
As my term is about to expire I would like say “thank you”
to the Board and members of the NJLTA for allowing me to
serve as President; I have truly enjoyed the experience.
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An Agent ’s Perspective - Stick to Stickel
B y G e o r g e A . S t i c k e l , E s q . , C . T. P.

When my grandfather ran for re-election as Essex County
Register in 1940, his campaign slogan was “Stick to Stickel.”
Catchy, no? Well, I’ve tossed my hat into the ring to serve as the
next President of the NJLTA. Since the presidency is for only one
term (tell that to Len Rossetti) I cannot stand for re-election. As
a result, I’m pulling out that old chestnut “Stick to Stickel” now
in hopes that you (and the Nominating Committee) will stick
with me, elevating me from First Vice-President to President at
the convention in June. Here are my other campaign slogans.
Read my lips; no new HUD statements.
I’m asking for your support, both lateral and subjacent.
I’d consider myself the dark horse if that were not politically
incorrect.
If you like your title policy you can keep your title policy, period;
exclamation point.
Stickel, he’s fair (to middling).
It’s the premium, stupid.
Yes, but that’s been expunged.
Not as old as he feels.
Endorsed by Nancy Koch, her wealthy brothers, and her late
Uncle Ed.
My administration will be open (and notorious).

All that and he’s cute too. (My mother wrote that 35 years ago.)
Stickel deserves your trust (and operating accounts).
I’m running to be NJLTA President. I assure you I have no
intention of seeking higher office; not even Clerk/Register/
President of the Grabas Institute.
Putting premium first.
Stickel; he’ll exceed even your lowest expectations.
Still building the bridge to the 21st Century. (The project went
to the low bidder.)
In your heart you know he’s right (of center).
Heck, it’s only for one year. How bad could he be?
Peace, Prosperity and Premiums.
Embrace the suck.
Stickel: running unopposed and still the underdog. (Paid for by
the “Anyone but Stickel” Booster Club.)
You’ve got to be with him before you can be against him, before
you can really, really be against him.
Stickel, he’s marketable AND insurable; free and clear; fee
simple absolute.
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You don’t want to be anywhere near him if he loses.
Barely balanced.
You can’t spell Stickel without S-T-I-C-K-E-L.
Deeds (not mortgages).
He’s never met a man he doesn’t like (but that’s only because
his agency doesn’t provide settlement service).
Only once you’ve voted for him will you truly understand him
(and not even then).
Time to mess with some traffic.
As popular as enhanced coverage; as relevant as a residential
owner policy; as necessary as an ALTA 1 Endorsement.

George A. Stickel, Esq., CTP, is a Third Generation, 40 year
veteran of the title industry. He is President of Stickel Title
Agency in Pennington, New Jersey. George is First Vice-President
of the NJLTA Board of Governors and a contributing writer
to The Advocate. You’re not the only one who can’t believe
he’ll be NJLTA President. He may ultimately refuse to assume
the presidency of an organization which would accept him as
a member.

Stickel, he won’t eat much.
I’m George Stickel and I approved this article.
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Ask The Expert Questions
Dear Expert:
I am insuring a refinance with H & W (husband and wife)
the owners of the property, to XYZ Bank. They are paying off
the current 2011 mortgage, also with XYZ Bank. The 2011
mortgage was signed using a 2010 Power of Attorney from H
to W. The Power of Attorney specifically gives W the power to
sign a mortgage to XYZ Bank, but doesn’t give any amount. The
mortgage broker and borrower (W) say they don’t want to have
another Power of Attorney signed since it is the same bank.
They think it’s ok to use the old POA. The bank is leaving it to
me. I’m not so sure. Should I insure using the old power?
Uneasy in Poaville
Dear Uneasy:
Why not have wife sign documents directly instead of using
a POA? That would solve all problems. If, however, a POA is
necessary because wife can’t attend the closing, then I would
rely on the existing POA PROVIDED that you get a statement,
in writing, from wife, saying that the power is still valid and
may be used for this refinance. I would then contact wife, to
verify that she is the person who signed that statement, and
document this whole series of events for your file. As usual,
check with your underwriter who may have a different view of
this situation.
Your Expert
Dear Expert:
I am insuring a purchase from Sam Seller to Bob and Betty
Buyer. The description contained in the present owner deed
from 1995 refers correctly to a lot and block on the filed map,
and to the correct tax lot and block. It is followed by a metes
and bounds description. However, whoever prepared the metes
and bounds description reversed the north arrow so it reads
northwest when it should read southeast, northeast when it
should read southwest, and so on. Sam’s attorney says they
cannot get a corrective deed because they can’t find the prior
owners (it’s too long ago). He also thinks that because the filed
map and tax map designations are correct, there is no need for
a corrective deed, just a new description prepared by a new
surveyor. Do you think I can insure this transaction without
getting a corrective deed?
Spinning in Springtown
Dear Spinning:
I would be willing, on the basis of the evidence you’ve recited
about the fact that this is a filed map (which controls over the
metes and bounds) be willing to insure the proposed transaction
PROVIDED that I took an exception (for marketability purposes)
to the defect in the prior deed, then insuring against the successful
outcome of litigation claiming the deed to not successfully
convey the PIQ. As usual, check with your underwriter who
may have a different view of this situation.
Your Expert

Dear Expert:
My search shows an old mortgage from 1990 from the current
owners who are now selling the property. The mortgage is
held by a bank that is no longer doing business because they
were taken over 4 or 5 times by different banks and lending
companies. The current “holder” of the mortgage won’t give a
discharge because they have no record of the loan. The owners
say they paid the mortgage off a long time ago but can’t find any
proof. In fact, they tell me they refinanced twice and no one
said anything about this old mortgage. The buyers are asking
me what we need to do to insure without exception to this old
mortgage. Can you help?
Boggled in Bankston
Dear Boggled:
Ah, the wonders of modern lending practice. I see two possible
solutions, short of an exception to the mortgage which would
kill the deal:
1) If, in fact, the prior “open” mortgage has been refinanced
and the refinance was insured, you might be able to get an
indemnification from that insurer (although I believe this to
be unlikely); or
2) It is time for the owner to bring a successful quiet title
action!
As usual, check with your underwriter who may have a different
view of this situation.
Your Expert
Dear Expert:
I am doing a foreclosure search for a bank. The owner of the
property is deceased. Her Will left no specific devisee for this
property, and left the rest, residue and remainder of the property
to her son, Zaxter; Zaxter was also appointed Executor. A
judgment search shows returns that we know are against Zaxter
individually. The attorney wants to name Zaxter not only as
executor of the estate, but also name him individually. However,
she doesn’t want to name any of the judgment creditors, since
“he never really owned the house”. I’m not sure. If she names
Zaxter individually and as Executor, but doesn’t name the
creditors, are they cut off?
Zonked in Fairstille
Dear Zonked:
A search is not insurance, so you should not evaluate what you
find, nor should you give legal opinions, as that might be the
unauthorized practice of law.
IF ASKED TO INSURE, I would require the creditors to be dealt
with because, Zaxter IS THE OWNER OF PIQ by operation of
law whether or not a deed to him is of record. It is well known
that one cannot be divested of a property interest without due
process of law. Therefore the creditors are clearly necessary
parties.
As usual, check with your underwriter who may have a different
view of this situation.
Your Expert
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Michael Kaspar Awarded 2014 John R. Weigel Scholarship
By Nancy Koch, Esq.

The New Jersey Land Title Association is pleased to announce
that Michael Kaspar of Cedar Knolls, New Jersey is this year’s
winner of the John R. Weigel Scholarship Award. Named in
honor of the Association’s Director Emeritus who served the title
insurance industry with great distinction for over twenty years,
this award will provide Michael with an $8,000.00 scholarship
which will be paid over 4 years.
A senior at Whippany Park High School in Whippany, Michael
will be attending Stevens Institute of Technology where he has
been selected into their Scholars Program, a 5-year program
which will allow him to graduate with his Bachelors Degree
and his Masters Degree. He expects to major in Business/
Technology with a minor in Computer Science.
A 2013 Boys State nominee and member of the National Honor
Society and National Society of High School Scholars, Michael
also was involved in the Student Government Association,
serving as class president for 3 consecutive years. A student
athlete, Michael was a member of Whippany’s Varsity Baseball,
Soccer and Wrestling teams throughout his high school career
and was named to the All-Academic Teams for all 3 sports. In
addition, Michael also found time to volunteer with the Breast
Cancer Walk and book drives for the needy. Michael’s mother,
Lisa Marie, is employed by Progressive Title Agency, Inc.

“The Scholarship Committee had its work cut out for them
with this year’s remarkable candidates,” said Andrew Pitman
president of the NJLTA when the award was announced.
“Michael’s academic record and leadership abilities are
impressive; we are proud to support him.”
The John R. Weigel Scholarship, which was inaugurated in
1998, is awarded once per year to a qualified candidate for
higher education arising out of a title industry connection.
Academic achievement, extracurricular activities and public
service experience are all required of eligible candidates. In
addition, award winners must continue to satisfy the eligibility
requirements throughout the four-year period during which
their scholarship is paid. The scholarship is underwritten by
both the Underwriter and Agency Section members of the New
Jersey Land Title Association.
Michael joins past scholarship winners, Katherine Ramler (1998),
Theresa Hayes (1999), Elliot Fineberg (2000), John T. Wenzel
(2001), Kathryn Anne Cannito (2002), Lauren Usignol (2003), Alex
Fineberg (2004), Pamela Kubinsky (2005), Danielle Panccione
(2006), Kyle Wilson (2007), Michael Ham (2008), Brielle Grabas
(2009), Kacie Baker (2010), Alexis DeCarvalho (2011), Samantha
Huddleston (2012), and Andrew Martini (2013).
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Dates to Remember
June 2014

September 2014

18th

17th

•

•

Continuing Education: Tax Liens and Foreclosures:
In Rem and Personum
Grabas Institute @ Fortune Title, 39 Woodland Road,
Roseland, New Jersey

New Jersey Land Title Association
Board of Governors Meeting
Lomurro, Davison – 100 Willowbrook Road,
Freehold, New Jersey

July 2014

October 2014

13th – 15th

15th – 18th

•

•

ALTA Title Agents Executive Conference
Sentinel Hotel – Portland, Oregon

ALTA Annual Convention
Westin Seattle – Seattle, Washington

22nd
•

Continuing Education: Green Grass and High Tides:
Water Rights, Tidelands and Claims of the State
Grabas Institute @ 900 Oak Tree Avenue,
South Plainfield, New Jersey

November 2014
19th
•

August 2014

New Jersey Land Title Association
Board of Governors Meeting
Lomurro, Davison – 100 Willowbrook Road,
Freehold, New Jersey

12th
•

Continuing Education: Condos, Co-ops and 99 Year
Leases: Alternative Title Interest
Grabas Institute @ Fortune Title, 39 Woodland Road,
Roseland, New Jersey

December 2014
January 2015
21st
•

New Jersey Land Title Association
Board of Governors Meeting
Lomurro, Davison – 100 Willowbrook Road,
Freehold, New Jersey
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On the Move
Impressive! Susan E. Wenzel has been promoted to Vice
President - New Jersey and Pennsylvania Regional Agency
Manager at Westcor Land Title Insurance Company.

Welcome New Members

Congratulations! Sue Kortman has joined Westcor Land
Title Insurance Company as its new Regional Sales Agency
Representative.

• Madison Title - Lakewood, NJ

• Cambridge Land Transfer Corp. - Millington, NJ

• Mega Title, LLC - Matawan, NJ
• Zwiren Title Agency Inc. - Livingston, NJ

If you are on the move, or have something noteworthy to share,
please contact Linda Martin at lmartin@signatureinfo.com
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Notes from the Editor

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
No, despite some opinions, I haven’t lost what’s left of mind.
You see, June marks the end of another year of NJLTA – but unlike
the school year, NJLTA members do not get the summer off.
Our convention in June marks the end of a year of service.
It bids good bye to the old executive board but it also says hello
to the new. It’s also a time for our new president to set up new
committee chairs, new committee members, new committee
meeting schedules and agendas.
Why? Should some legislator decide to gather support to introduce
a new bill, or some court hands down an unusual opinion, or a
DOBI ruling is released, or any other incident occurs that might
affect the way we work, the NJLTA and its committee members
will step in and do what they do - make sure our voices and
viewpoints are heard, even if it is August.
And, while the summer may be a time to slow down and enjoy
some vacation, our work continues. In addition to getting
refinances and purchases closed, we should all be working on
getting the CFPB best practices in place, figuring out the new
combined closing statement, getting our computers upgraded,
getting our staff trained, getting that pesky complaint log set up,
and on, and on. By next year at this time, we better be ready.

So, for those attending the convention, make sure to take some
time to enjoy.
And thank Lisa Aubrey and her convention committee for a job
very well done! It is a mountain of a task to get everything in
place. I know, I did it - 10 years ago this year.
And, thank outgoing President Andrew Pitman and his Board
of Governors for getting us through another year intact and
unscathed.
And pledge to new President George your support in the year to
come. He will do well, we all know, but it’s always nice to hear
from the crowd.
And be sure to recognize the other committee chairs, managers
and members. They volunteer their time to make things better
for all.
And lastly, thank our sponsors, for their unwavering support of
our industry.
Happy New year – let’s all hope for a prosperous & healthy one!
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